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Abstract—Grid collages (GClg) of small image collections are popular and useful in many applications, such as personal album

management, online photo posting, and graphic design. In this article, we focus on how visual effects influence individual preferences

through various arrangements of multiple images under such scenarios. A novel balance-aware metric is proposed to bridge the gap

between multi-image joint presentation and visual pleasure. The metric merges psychological achievements into the field of grid

collage. To capture user preference, a bonus mechanism related to a user-specified special location in the grid and uniqueness values

of the subimages is integrated into the metric. An end-to-end reinforcement learning mechanism empowers the model without tedious

manual annotations. Experiments demonstrate that our metric can evaluate the GClg visual balance in line with human subjective

perception, and the model can generate visually pleasant GClg results, which is comparable to manual designs.

Index Terms—Grid collage, visual balance, reinforcement learning
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1 INTRODUCTION

THE collages of small image collections in grid view play
an important role in various applications, ranging from

online photo posting and personal album management to
graphic design [1], [2], [3], [4]. For example, social network-
ing services (SNSs), such as Facebook and WeChat, allow
users to post a limited number of photos at a time (e.g., ten
for Facebook and nine for WeChat) for sharing ideas or
recording daily events, as shown in Fig. 1. Two patterns are
generally used to present the posting: showing photos indi-
vidually (users need to slide the posting region to view each
photo) or collectively (photos are collaged together). Collec-
tive patterns, which collage multiple photos into a specific
grid layout, are referred to as grid collage (GClg) in this study.
By default, most SNSs arrange photos one by one in upload
order into the grid through a fixed scheme (e.g., scan line
order). However, the visual effects of different image

arrangements can vary greatly. For nonprofessional users,
predicting the collage results in advance and designing the
arrangement sequence deliberately are difficult. Most people
upload images in a random order for convenience; thus, in
many cases, the results are not visually pleasant even after
interactive adjustments. Collagemethods are of considerable
practical use in summarizing and exploring large image col-
lections [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10]. The position and rotation of
each image must be orchestrated. This kind of method
focuses on information gathering and dissemination to help
users analyze the images. Usually, layouts are automatically
generated, guided by the content information of the images;
however, the visual pleasantness of the overall picture is
ignored. Such consideration contributes to large-scale image
collection, which collages dozens of images or more. How-
ever, the goal of GClg, of which the collection volume is
small scale, is different from general image collage. GClg
only involves a small number of images and focuses on
arranging them in a specific layout, aiming to achieve a
pleasant visual appearance and draw attention from other
SNS users. Moreover, SNSs usually fix the layout for online
photo sharing in accordance with the number of images
uploaded at a time.

Different from previous image collage works, this paper
focuses on the image arrangement of GClg. The key concept
in presenting an attractive GClg is to exploit a reasonable for-
mulation in guiding the image arrangement process. The
lack of visual effect analysis in existing methods motivates
us to introduce a new method that enables automatic GClg
of small image collections. However, automatic GClg is hin-
dered by two major challenges. The first is how to evaluate
the visual quality of GClg in which human visual perception
can be embodied. Psychologists have pointed out that when
given a field of several elements, people perceive them as a
whole rather than individuals [11]. They have investigated
the relationship between the element characteristics of the
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image and the image liking rate. Meaningful conclusions
(e.g., the visual appreciation of a picture largely depends on
the perceptual balance of its elements [12], and a positive
relation exists between balance and liking for a multielement
picture [13]) have been drawn. To measure the character of
balance, most psychological studies refer to the assessment
of preference for balance (APB) [14] and deviation of the cen-
ter of mass (DCM) [12]. However, these measures cannot
provide sufficient guidance, such as feature selection and
semantic extraction, which are important for evaluating the
GClg template to achieve balance perception. The second
challenge is how to design a reasonable GClg arrangement
strategy. The existing online photo posting services of social
networks and album management apps usually arrange
images into a grid randomly or following the uploading
order. Thus, users need to adjust the positions of some images
to improve the appearance. However, the adjustment process
is tedious and difficult for nonprofessional users. Thus, auto-
matically creatingGClg in a small image collection can lead to
visually pleasant and informative photos; such automation is
meaningful and valuable formany applications.

To address the first challenge, a balance-aware metric
based on APB and DCM was designed. By refining the
visual and semantic information of input images, the
engaged metric was formulated by combining the image
features of color shade, color tint, content, and object size.
To address the second challenge, an end-to-end reinforce-
ment learning method was developed, which optimizes the
arrangement step by step (see Fig. 2). The position exchange
of two images was defined as the action and the balance-
aware metric as the environmental reward was used. Two
additional penalty items are added to accelerate training,
i.e., action search penalty and step penalty. The images’
input order of a collection is regarded as the initial arrange-
ment, as guided by the metric. The final GClg can become
pleasant through multistep interaction with the former
arrangement.

The major contributions of this work are as follows:

� The concept of GClg, which is a fresh perspective of
the multi-image joint presentation issue, is presented
for the first time.

� A novel psychology-based balance-aware metric is
proposed to evaluate the visual quality of GClg.

� An end-to-end reinforcement learning model is built
to arrange images automatically into a specific grid
template to form a visually pleasant GClg.

2 RELATED WORK

This work intersects several previous research lines: single-
image presentation assessment, user preference behavior,
image collage, multi-image presentation assessment, and
reinforcement learning.

Single-Image Presentation Assessment. Aesthetics assess-
ment is a typical problem in evaluating the visual effect of
single-image presentation. Murray et al. [15] proposed an
aesthetics dataset with rich annotations; the dataset contains
not only aesthetic scores but also categories and photo-
graphic styles. Kong et al. [16] modeled the relative ranking
of photo aesthetics in the loss and incorporated image infor-
mation to regulate the rating result. The current methods
are mainly aggregation-based methods. Lu et al. [17] pro-
posed an aggregation network that uses different patches
captured from source images to obtain fine-grained details
of images for aesthetic evaluation. Ma et al. [18] proposed a
novel image patch selection strategy that can deeply under-
stand the image features and combine them with the overall
features. Lu et al. [19] added style and semantic attributes to
accelerate the process of aesthetic estimation. Wang et al.
[20] jointly trained the search task of the image attention
box and aesthetics classification task, which can benefit aes-
thetics tasks by the interrelationship between the two tasks.
Mail et al. [21] aggregated original pixel information by
using an adaptive spatial pooling strategy to contribute to
aesthetic assessment. Sheng et al. [22] proposed the Gourmet
Photography Dataset (GPD) and realized a nonstationary
regularization method to assess the visual aesthetics of food
images. However, the above methods are mainly designed
for a single image [23], [24], [25], [26], which limits their
application to evaluate multi-image presentation.

User Preference Behavior. The explosion of social media
has led to research on user preference behavior, which
investigates the relationship between visual effects and user
reactions. The image liking rate is a mechanism of SNSs to
express user affection, which can be used as a bridge
between image visual effect assessment and user prefer-
ence [27]. The higher the liking rate is, the more attractive

Fig. 1. Grid collage of photos are popular on SNSs.

Fig. 2. System workflow. The GClg network optimizes the arrangement of the input image set step by step. The final result generated by our method is
visual pleasure and comparable to arrangement by photographers.
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and visually pleasant the result is. In psychology, several
studies have focused on predicting the liking rate. Wilson
and Chatterjee [14] introduced the APB and reported a
method to derive an objective balance score. H€ubner and
Fillinger [12] presented DCM, which represents the center
of perceptual “mass” in a picture and its deviation from the
geometric center. Comparisons showed that DCM scores
account better for balance ratings than APB scores, whereas
the opposite is true with respect to preference [12]. Studies
have also shown that the fusion of balanced features and
other unique image features is effective in measuring evolu-
tion. Th€ommes and H€ubner [28] showed that SNS users pre-
fer visually balanced photos and combined balance and
curvature as a metric of architectural photos. Th€ommes and
H€ubner [27] considered content (gender information) and
balance in dance photos. H€ubner and Fillinger [13] argued
that images composed of several objects become popular
with a strong sense of balance.

In this paper, we focus on the generation of GClg, which
is a multi-image presentation problem and is widely used
by SNSs. In terms of quality evaluation, GClg has a different
scene than the aesthetics assessment. Aesthetics assessment
judges the quality of single and complete images, whereas
layout focuses on the element’s location design. In our
work, we creatively transform the custom psychology met-
ric into a computer graphics area. Combining the basic bal-
ance concept in psychology and analysis of content and
other characters, we formulate a comprehensive metric and
devote a solution for GClg. Our method can generate visu-
ally pleasant GClg results, which are comparable to those of
photographers.

Image Collage. Image collage is a common technique for
multi-image presentation. The traditional goal is to high-
light the salient information of an image and simplify the
browsing process. Tan et al. [7] used a graph-based algo-
rithm to build a global arrangement and then applied online
Voronoi tessellation to refine the final layout. Cao et al. [29]
automatically generated a stylized comic layout from a
group of input artworks with user-specified semantics. Cao
et al. [30] further synthesized comic elements to guide the
reader’s attention by using a probabilistic graphical model.
Yu et al. [31] used a circle to approximate the salient area of
each image and then formulated the photo collage as a circle
packing problem. Han et al. [32] proposed a tree-based col-
lage approach, which can generate a collage with several
interesting shapes. Liu et al. [8] presented an irregular
shape-based canvas partition method to generate compact
collage. Liang et al. [33] recomposed image collection on the
basis of sample photos and generated a layout by using a
Voronoi tree map. Wu et al. [34] proposed a binary tree-
based page division and adjustment algorithm and pre-
served the image correlations. Zheng et al. [35] synthesized
layout design on the basis of the visual and textual seman-
tics of user inputs with a deep generative model. Pan et al.
[10] used aesthetic and content features to summarize an
image collection and then visualized the subset images via
tree-based layout generation. Gan et al. [3] managed albums
in a comic-like layout on the basis of image classification.
With the popularity of mobile devices, Kong et al. [16] pro-
posed a strategy to collage phone images into a centroidal
Voronoi diagram. Song et al. [36] constructed multipage

photo collage for image collection and its formulation as an
issue of joint optimization.

Multi-Image Presentation Assessment.Multi-image presenta-
tion assessment focuses on the evaluation of the organization
of multiple images and other visual elements. Layout presen-
tation assessment is an important brand of multi-image pre-
sentation. Locher et al. [37] revealed that balance is an
important factor in creating visual displays. Geigel et al. [38]
combined several distribution characteristics, including bal-
ance, emphasis, chronology, and unity, to measure layout
quality. Lok et al. [39] introduced the concept of WeightMap
and encoded the visual weight for an entire layout to evaluate
its effectiveness. Yang et al. [4] combined information on aes-
thetic principles with that on image features to design an
attractive visual–textual presentation layout. However, the
core task for layout research is to determine the center point
and size of components.

However, all image collage and multi-image presenta-
tion assessment strategies above work on image sets of tens
or even hundreds of volumes, and the optimized variables
are always the images’ position and rotation, as well as scal-
ing ratio. The goal of general collage is to obtain a visual
result with compact information and a clear outline. For
online GClg, the image set is usually small in size, and its
goal is to obtain a comfortable and attractive visual effect,
which is different from general collage. In this study, we
explore the online GClg formula in which human visual
perception can be encoded.

Reinforcement Learning. Reinforcement learning is a dis-
tinct strategy that has emerged in recent years. In contrast
to the label requirement of supervised learning and the
rough label of unsupervised learning, reinforcement learn-
ing can complete learning through rewards. Therefore, it
can work without labels. It has contributed to a few research
fields. In Atari games that defeat human beings, reinforce-
ment has received considerable attention [40]. Zhou et al.
[41] rewarded the representativeness and diversity of the
summary to obtain video skimming. Clegg et al. [42] used
reinforcement learning to animate the process of dressing.
Satoshi et al. [43] achieved image enhancement provided by
unpaired images through reinforcement. In this study, we
introduce reinforcement learning into a training strategy.
Combining the online GClg formulation as the reward, a
solution without any annotation can be achieved.

3 GCLG OF SMALL IMAGE COLLECTION

In contrast to the collage of large-scale image sets, the auto-
matic collage generation of limited images needs further
research. Taking online photo sharing on SNSs as an exam-
ple, a collage is a typical small image collection presentation
scene. Mainstream SNSs, such as Facebook and Twitter,
allow users to upload and publish images online and then
generate a poster to show these images. By observing how
mainstream SNSs generate such posters, we can summarize
the differences between the generation of small and large
image collection collages as follows:

1) Limited number. The number of images is the direct
difference between the two collage types. For a small
image collection, the maximum number of images
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displayed together is usually limited. For Facebook,
users can only upload images with no more than ten
at a time, whereas only a maximum of four can be
uploaded on Twitter.

2) Fixed layout. When generating posters, the layout is
usually fixed by the SNS.Although different platforms
have different layout configurations, most collage lay-
outs are fixed in grid view to generate simple and com-
pact collages.

In this study, a small image collection in a specific
grid layout is referred as a GClg. A potential way to
make the posters win more “likes” could be by rearrang-
ing images in GClg. To determine how the arrangements
of the image positions in the GClg influence human
behavior on SNSs, we conducted a user survey involving
181 individuals (100 females and 81 males, age ranging
from 20 to 45). Approximately 70:72% of the participants
used to post multiple images on SNSs, and over 80:11%
of them claimed to have arranged photos to improve
their visual experience.

Furthermore, a total of 22 sets of images were collected; 9
images were contained in each set. The images were
arranged into a nine-grid (3� 3) view per set. Participants
are asked to choose which arrangement is better, or the two
arrangements seem nearly. Fig. 3 shows the GClgs of two
different image collections; for Fig. 3a, 73:48% of partici-
pants chose GClg_human, and for Fig. 3b, 68:51% of partici-
pants chose GClg_human. Overall, the study collected 3982
votes, of which 74:26% resulted in GClg_human and 9:97%
GClg_random, and the rest showed no difference.

In summary, the survey shows that different arrange-
ments lead to different visual effects, and a consensus on
preferences occurs among audiences. Moreover, almost all
the participants expressed their hope for the development
of an automatic mechanism that can arrange the release of
photos. From the chosen GClg, it was concluded that the
users prefer the result with a “balanced” character. In this

paper, a new view of the “balance” concept was proposed
with novel quality evaluation metrics for our online GClg.

4 BALANCED GCLG FORMULATION

Researchers have found that users prefer results with
“balanced” characteristics [12], [28]. In this study, we sum-
marize research on “balance” in different fields and propose
a “balance” metric that is tailored to online GClg. Online
GClg is a composition of different individuals, for which
new insight should be taken.

4.1 Basic Concept of Visual Balance

APB [14] and DCM [12] are the two basic balance concepts
in psychology. Each of them can be calculated into a score,
which can reflect the balance characteristics of an image.
For APB, the source image needs to be evenly divided into
four parts by region. As shown in Fig. 4a, the horizontal
axis was used as an example. The variables, A1; A2; A3; A4

represent four parts, and fðA1Þ; fðA2Þ; fðA3Þ; fðA4Þ are the
sums of gray values for each part. The sum of the entire
image N can be denoted as N ¼ fðA1Þ þ fðA2Þ þ fðA3Þ þ
fðA4Þ. Then, for the horizontal axis, two terms must be com-
puted. The first term is defined as

h ¼ ½fðA1Þ þ fðA2Þ� � ½fðA3Þ þ fðA4Þ�j j
N

� �
� 100: (1)

The second term is defined as

hio ¼ ½fðA1Þ þ fðA4Þ� � ½fðA2Þ þ fðA3Þ�j j
N

� �
� 100: (2)

All the above process steps are aimed at the horizontal axis,
and three other axes (vertical and two diagonal axes) must
be treated similarly. The final APB is then calculated as

APB ¼
P4

axei¼1 haxei þ hio axei

8
: (3)

DCM calculates the deviation between the “mass” and
the geometric center of the image. This concept introduces
the physical explanation of images; that is, darker colors
look heavier visually. As shown in Fig. 4b, the black circle
in the lower right corner looks “heavier” than the rest in the
image. The mass point of the entire image is likely to be
inclined to the lower right corner. The intersection of red
solid lines is the center of mass of the image, and the inter-
section of black dashed lines is the geometric center of the

Fig. 3. Examples of GClg in user study. (a) and (b) are GGlg of two image
sets, GClg_random and GClg_human are the results generated by ran-
dom arrangement and human arrangement.

Fig. 4. Basic visual balance calculation diagram.
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image. The red arrow indicates the deviation between the
mass points of images and the geometric center. Compared
with APB, DCM focuses on the entire image instead of ana-
lyzing the subregions. The bx and by are denoted as “mass”
centers in horizontal and vertical dimensions respectively,
and calculate them by using the following formula:

bx ¼
PW

i¼1 h
x
i � rxiPW

i¼1 h
x
i

; by ¼
PH

i¼1 h
y
j � ryjPH

i¼1 h
y
j

; (4)

where W is the canvas width, H is the canvas height, hx
i is

the pixel gray value in the ith column, hy
j is the pixel gray

value in the jth row, and r is the coordinate value. Then, the
DCM of a picture can be calculated as

DCM ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
dx2 þ dy2

p
0:5

 !
� 100; (5)

where dx ¼ 0:5� bx=W , dy ¼ 0:5� by=H.
In summary, APB and DCM focus on the image’s color

shade (APB focuses on the local view, whereas DCM
focuses on the global view) and thus can only act as a basic
balance statement but hardly provides a comprehensive
description of GClg. To solve this problem, we combine
APB and DCM and add additional information to the bal-
anced formulation of GClg.

4.2 Image Visual Balance for Online GClg

The main difference between GClg and single images is that
GClg consists of multiple images, which are usually
regarded as a whole. In this study, a metric called “image
visual balance” was proposed to judge the balance of GClg.
Four items are expanded to basic balance concepts, namely,
color shade, color tint, image content, and objective size.
The addition of new items introduces additional informa-
tion, thus making the quality evaluation of GClg reasonable.
Moreover, a bonus term is also added, giving a window to
cope with the users’ personal preference. Generally, five
items are used to calculate image visual balance: color
shade, color tint, image content, object size, and bonus.

Color Shade Balance. Color shade sets the fundamental
tone of the entire GClg. As mentioned earlier, APB and
DCM emphasize judging the color shade. APB can estimate
the color shade’s local distribution, whereas DCM focuses
on the whole visual effect. A linear combination of APB and
DCM was used to express the degree of color balance. The
balance of color shade can be calculated as

bal col ¼ DCM þAPB: (6)

Color Tint Balance. Tint distribution is an important fea-
ture of an image. The color histogram is used to describe its
tint characteristics in RGB space as the feature of image
color tint. The Bhattacharyya distance [44] is used to mea-
sure the distance between two histograms. Tint balance
ba tint between images is designed to determine whether
the paired images in a symmetrical position of GClg have
the same or similar color distribution. The basic form of
ba tint can be calculated as (using the x-axis direction as an
example)

ba tint ¼ 1

M
�
XM
i¼1

tintðIiÞ � tintðI�i Þ
�� ��; (7)

where M is the number of image pairs in symmetrical posi-
tions, and tintðIiÞ and tintðI�i Þ are the tint features of the
paired images.

Content Balance. Content is the core information carrier of
an image. Content differences seriously affect the visual
effect of GClg. The content balance ba con between different
images is used to judge whether the image content in a sym-
metrical position in a picture has similar characteristics. The
image features were extracted by using VGG-16[45] pre-
trained on ImageNet. The output of the last layer is taken as
the content feature of each image. Then, the content distance
between two images can be calculated as

ba con ¼ 1

M
�
XM
i¼1

feaðIiÞ � feaðI�i Þ
�� ��; (8)

where M is the number of image pairs in symmetrical posi-
tions, and feaðIiÞ and feaðI�i Þ are the content features of
paired images.

Size Balance. Salient object size is another factor that has a
great influence on the collage result. That is, when the size dif-
ference of image objects in symmetrical positions is too large,
it will lead to poor visual experience. Size balance ba size
among different images is used to judge the similar degree of
the symmetrical position in GClg. The binarized saliencymap
was employed [46] to judge the object size. The more similar
object sizes the images in symmetrical positions have, the
more comfortable the result is. The imageswith similar salient
object sizes are expected to be laid at symmetrical positions
and to form a size balance. Thus, ba size can be calculated as

ba size ¼ 1

M
�
XM
i¼1

SAðIiÞ � SAðI�i Þ
�� ��; (9)

where M is the number of image pairs in symmetrical posi-
tions, and SAðIiÞ and SAðI�i Þ are the number of black pixels
of the corresponding salient maps of paired images.

Bonus. For GClg, in addition to the image information
itself, user preference is another factor that cannot be
ignored when evaluating the entire GClg. Special location
and uniqueness value are two issues that can show one’s pref-
erences. Special location can explain the preference of grid
view position, and it may occupy the middle position or
large area. In our framework, the special location of a grid
template is specified by the user. Uniqueness value can
explain the preference for subimages, to which users can
score images in their way to express the importance among
all images. To define uniqueness concisely and fairly, we
calculate it automatically by judging the deviation between
information and other information. Information for each
image includes the color shade, color tint, and content infor-
mation. The calculation is as follows:

UQdepi ¼
P

j6¼i depj � depi
�� ��Pj¼T
j¼0 depj
�� �� ; (10)
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UQtinti ¼
P

j 6¼i tintj � tinti
�� ��Pj¼T
j¼0 tintj
�� �� ; (11)

UQconi ¼
P

j 6¼i conj � coni

�� ��Pj¼T
j¼0 conj

�� �� ; (12)

UQi ¼ UQdepi þ UQtinti þ UQconi ; (13)

where T is the image set volume, depi, tinti, and coni are the
shade, tint, and content information of image i, respectively.
Fig. 5 shows an example of the uniqueness value distribution
of an image set. To view from human perception, the image
set can be divided into bright and dark color dominated
images. The bright images can be further divided into images
with obvious objects and images with unobvious objects. To
view from the calculation value, the subdistributions of
UQdepi , UQconi and UQtinti are illustrated in the right corner.
For UQdepi , the first image in the upper right corner has the
maximum value for the obvious color distribution difference,
which is consistent with the real situation; i.e., the top half of
the image is the blank space, but the bottom half of the image
is full of shadows. For UQconi , the second image in the upper
right corner has the maximum value, which is consistent with
the real situation that this image has the most obvious object;
however, for UQtinti , the value among images does not seem
to vary much but the images with bright colors obtain higher
values, which is consistent with the fact that images with
bright color are less than images with dark color. Combining
these three parts, we can obtain the final “uniqueness value”,
and the second image in the upper right corner is the most
unique image. Thus, when an image with the maximum
unique value is placed in the special position, we setBonus ¼
0:8, otherwise,Bonus ¼ 1:0.

Final Metric. In summary, all the above items are combined
and a new metric to evaluate the balance property is pro-
posed, inwhich depi and tinti are the twomajor items and the
impact of the other items depends on the concrete circumstan-
ces of the image set. In particular, this paper normalizes the
difference value of each modeling subitem. If T images
(I1 . . . ; IT ) are presented in a set for GClg, then the final

balancemeasurement and objective equation are as follows:

Meaba ¼ ba col � ba tint � ba con � ba size �Bonus; (14)

argminMeabaðI1; . . . ; IT Þ: (15)

The visual balance formulation expands the meaning of the
basic metric of visual balance, which engages additional
views to describe the entire GClg.

5 APPROACH

5.1 Overview

This study proposes an end-to-end reinforcement network
to arrange a collection of images step by step. We choose a
reinforcement learning strategy for three main reasons.
First, the result of image arrangement is a discrete vari-
able, which is difficult to solve by traditional deep learning
methods. Second, reinforcement learning can train the net-
work without labels, which can reduce the requirement of
data annotation. Third, reinforcement learning can train
the network by multiple interactions, which can reduce
the requirement of data amount. This study recasts the
issue of discrete image arrangement to the issue of action
space search, which can be merged into reinforcement
learning.

The images in a collection are sent to the network in con-
junction and randomly initialize their arrangement in the
grid. The feature of a GClg is a combination of its VGG-
16 [45] content information, size information, and tint infor-
mation, which is 4105 dimensions in total. The overall struc-
ture of the GClg generation network is shown in Fig. 6 and
can be divided into two parts: feature extraction and action
prediction. The feature extraction part is made of one fully
connected layer, which fuses image information itself to
reduce input feature dimensions. The input images are sent
to the feature extraction part and processed as a Siamese
architecture [47]. The output of the feature extraction part is
9� 512 dimensions and is then sent into the action predic-
tion part. The action prediction part consists of three fully
connected layers, and the top layer is equipped with the sig-
moid function. The number of neurons in the last fully con-
nected layer is the volume of action space.

5.2 Action Choice

In essence, GClg generation is a problem of image arrange-
ment. With an initial input, we define the action as the posi-
tion interchange of two images (½Ii; Ij�). For example, if N
images are present in a group, the initial order is
I1 . . . ; Ii . . . ; Ij . . . ; IN , and the action occurs on Ii and Ij,
then the arrangement after this action becomes I1 . . . ;
Ij . . . ; Ii . . . ; IN . Obviously, there are C2

N exchange actions in
the action space, and we add a terminal action additionally.
Therefore, for the image action space, the total volume is
C2

N þ 1. For image action choice, we formulate the output of
action prediction as amultinomial distributed vector

ai � multinomial pið Þ; (16)

where pi is the probability sequence vector at step i; after the
multinomial sampling process, it becomes an action index.
Then, the new image arrangement is decided by the image
exchange according to the index.

Fig. 5. Uniqueness value distribution of the image set. The left part is the
distribution of the comprehensive uniqueness value, and the right part is
the three subdistributions of UQdepi , UQconi, and UQtinti , respectively.
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Ideally, the GClg generation network can provide an
effective sequence of actions, i.e., under the premise of
ensuring effective image rearrangement, the network can be
implemented with fewer steps and fewer adjacent repeated
actions (action search penalty). To address this problem, we
add a penalty term to the reward to help the network quickly
eliminate this state. Details are described in the next section.

5.3 Reward Function

According to the action mode described above, an arrange-
ment of image collection corresponds to a GClg result. The
balance metric described in Section 4 naturally has the
judging attribute for GClg. For stable training, a sign func-
tion is utilized to demonstrate the effectiveness of an
action. The smaller the measurement is, the more balanced
the GClg becomes. Thus, the action reward function can
be expressed as

r að Þ ¼ signðMea�ba �MeabaÞ; (17)

where Mea�ba is the measurement before the action and
Meaba is the measurement after the action. In addition, the
final Reward function can be expressed as

R Að Þ ¼PT
i¼0r aið Þ; (18)

where A is the action series in the episode, T is the total step
number and r aið Þ is the action reward at step i .

5.4 Penalty Term

Two kinds of penalty items (action search penalty and step
penalty) are added to push the GClg generation network an
efficient search. The action search penalty item (ptsearch) is
designed to address the situation in which the network
takes the same action twice, which makes the current image
arrangement return to the arrangement two steps ago. The
step penalty aims to achieve the final arrangement in fewer
steps. The item is defined as

ptsearch ¼ �0:1 two consecutive identical actions;
0 otherwise:

�
(19)

The step penalty ptstep is added to push the network to
search for additional actions and achieve the final result

ptstep ¼ �2 � i; (20)

where i is the current step number in reinforcement learn-
ing. The variable is set to �2 ¼ �0:01.

5.5 Optimization

The GClg generation network is used to determine a policy
that minimizes the reward function in Section 5.3

J uð Þ ¼ Epuðai:T Þ½R Að Þ�; (21)

where puðai : T Þ is the probability distribution of action
choice. The deviation can be calculated as

5uJðuÞ ¼ Epuðai:T Þ½RðAÞ
XT
i¼0

5ulogpuðaijhiÞÞ�; (22)

Fig. 6. Structure of the reinforcement GClg generation network. The network takes all the images as input and will output an action probability distri-
bution P according to the image features and the current image arrangement order. An image exchange action will be taken according to multinomial
distribution sampling based on P . The reward will be calculated by the variance between the balance measurement before action taken (Mea�ba) and
balance measurement after action taken (Meaba). A penalty item is also added to the reward function for an effective and fast search. Then, the
images in new arrangement order will be sent to the network again until the terminal action or the max step.

Fig. 7. Three typical GClg templates.
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which can be processed for brevity as

5uJðuÞ 	 1

K

XK
j¼1

XT
i¼1

½ðRj � bÞ 5u logpuðaijhiÞÞ�; (23)

where K is the total episode number, T is the total step
number, Rn is the reward at episode j, pðuÞ is the policy of
our GClg generation network, and b is the average value of

the experienced reward to make the optimization efficient.
The variablesK ¼ 5 and T ¼ 10 are set as default.

6 IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTS

6.1 Implementation Details

Grid View Configuration. In this study, a 3� 3 grid is used as
the template. As shown in Fig. 7a, four symmetrical posi-
tions are set (blocks with the same color), and the central

Fig. 8. Comparison of our results with those of other methods.
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block (light orange) is chosen as the special location. For
convenience, all images in a collection are resized to 300�
300, and the GClg is led to ð300� 3Þ � ð300� 3).

Dataset. We collect 300 GClgs on the basis of the two fol-
lowing principles. 1) Comprehensiveness. Ninety percent of all
GClgs are obtained from popular SNSs, such as Instagram,
WeiBo1 and TuChong;2 the rest are composed of blocks in dif-
ferent pure colors. The positions of pure color blocks in GClgs
are manually arranged. GClgs collected from websites
involve rich image themes, whereas pure images can keep the
basic consideration of color, thus reducing the negative effects
of noise and ambiguities of website images. 2) Popularity.
When collectingGClgs from SNSs, only themost popular and
recommended postings were collected. Furthermore, each
GClgwas split into separate images.

Training Configuration. The model was trained by using
80% of the data as the training set and the rest for evalua-
tion. Adam acts as the optimization algorithm of the back-
propagation gradient, and the learning rate is 1� 10�5. The
maximum number of steps in each episode is set as 10.

6.2 Experiments

Baselines. Two baseline methods were constructed based on
information aggregation, which is often used by traditional
image collage strategies. First, the images were clustered
into different classes by K-means according to content fea-
tures (Baseline 1) or color tint features (Baseline 2). The vari-
able was set as K ¼ 3 in all the experiments. Then, the
images are arranged to the grid by class and the images of
the same class are arranged in order.

Qualitative Results. The generated results were compared
by the method in this study with those produced by base-
lines and the two commercial software programs (i.e., Colla-
geIt [48] and Shape Collage [49]), as shown in Fig. 8. We can
see that the baselines and commercial software can hardly
ensure a reasonable GClg, and our method can lead to visu-
ally pleasant results, which are comparable to human man-
ually designed results. Specifically, there is usually more

than one type of “balance” for an image set, and our method
may generate results in a different balance form from
humans, while the final result is also appealing and visually
pleasant.

Metric and Variation Analysis. The image set in Fig. 9
contains 10 different arrangements. In these results, the
measured values vary. Usually, the one with a smaller
measured value looks more balanced and visually pleas-
ant, and GClgs with similar measured values have simi-
lar visual balance characteristics. A brute force search
result is also shown in Fig. 9. Although this result has a
smaller measurement value than the result (GClg-10), it
costs several hours to compute. However, this method
can achieve a good result that is comparable to the brute
force search result and the human result in a short time
(3–7 seconds). Table 1 and Fig. 10 report the measured
value variations of different combinations of components. In
Fig. 10, when the size item is removed, GClg-2 should be
more visually pleasant than most of the others. However, it
contradicts the truth, i.e., GClg-2 is visually unclear. Some-
thing similar happens in measurement removed tint item.
When the omitted item is tint, GClg-6 is considered more
unbalanced than most of the others (e.g., GClg-3, GClg-4,
GClg-5). In summary, for the example illustrations in Fig. 9,
when items are removed from the measurement, confusion
tends to occur during GClg evaluation. Fig. 11 visualizes the

Fig. 9. Different GClg arrangements with balance values.

TABLE 1
Comparison of Different Metric

GClg set Meaba Meaba
w/o tint

Meaba
w/o content

Meaba
w/o size

Meaba
w/o bonus

GClg-1 19.23 22.42 16.61 28.39 19.23
GClg-2 12.53 14.63 10.44 18.91 12.53
GClg-3 9.82 10.93 8.35 21.98 12.29
GClg-4 9.27 10.25 8.41 22.31 9.27
GClg-5 9.01 10.66 7.37 17.16 9.02
GClg-6 7.76 11.17 6.71 15.41 7.76
GClg-7 5.39 7.31 4.77 24.40 5.39
GClg-8 3.23 4.04 2.65 11.87 4.03
GClg-9 2.71 3.29 2.31 6.11 3.39
GClg-10 2.39 4.35 2.20 5.90 2.391. https://www.weibo.com

2. https://tuchong.com/community
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items involved in the measurement formulation. It is easy to
see how those items work to optimize the visual balance of
the GClg. For example, APB and DCM jointly represent the
color shade balance. Histogram represents the color tint
balance.

Ablation Study. In addition to the measurement change
analysis experiment, we also conducted an ablation study.
GClg is generated directly, guided by Meaba, as well as
Meaba with a subitem missing. The results are shown in
Fig. 12. Overall, the comprehensive Meaba has superior
capability to generate fresh and balanced GClg results, and
any missing item could lead to chaos not only for the item
itself but also for the other items.

User Study. The work was evaluated via a two-step user
study. The study involved 50 participants, 25 males and 25
females, who had different backgrounds. Thirty groups of

new image sets were collected; these images were released by
photographers in accordancewith the designed arrangement.
At the beginning, participants were shown five different
GClg results for an exact group: random result, Baseline 1
result, Baseline 2 result, our result, and human result. Consid-
ering the massive amount of GClg information, we first ask
them to choose the two best GClgs from each group. Then,
after a break, we start the second round by only showing our
result and human result each time. At this time, the partici-
pants could only choose one result.

In Table 2 (the votes in step 2 are enclosed in brackets), it
can be observed that the method proposed in this study is
superior to both the random method and the baseline meth-
ods and has votes close to the human.

6.3 Extension to More Templates

In this study, we mainly use 3� 3 as a general template and
formulate the GClg evaluationmetric based on this template.
However, this template can be easily extended into other
templates. Twitter and Facebook templates, as themost com-
mon templates in our daily life, have also been tested. The
configurations of Twitter and Facebook are shown in Figs. 7b
and 7c. We set one image balance pair for Facebook template
and two image balance pairs for Twitter template, and the
special locations are annotated in light orange. The unique-
ness value is calculated automatically as before.

Figs. 13 and 14 show different GClgs with their balance
values. The balance value illustrates a GClg’s ability to
express visual sensation. Moreover, we show the results
with different uniform and nonuniform templates in Figs. 15
and 16. We can see that our balance metric and image
arrangement algorithm both have good generality to differ-
ent templates.

The Twitter and Facebook templates can also be custom-
ized by changing the blocks’ configuration. In Figs. 17 and
18, we manually change the special location and special
image of the basic template. The special images are set as
the human body image (default) and grassland image

Fig. 10. Illustration of balance value variance in Fig. 9.

Fig. 11. Measured item visualization of different collages. The yellow box in the content column marks the main content in the image. Please zoom in
the document to see the details of the diagrams.
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(changed manually). The special locations are annotated as
light orange blocks and red boxes in the template. Meaba is
the value calculated by the default configuration, and the
value in brackets is calculated by the changed configuration.
From this value, we can find that different configurations
can lead to different bonus trigger forms, and the corre-
sponding balance values also change.

6.4 Discussions

Nonsquare Inputs. In this paper, the discussion was mainly
focused on the interactive generation of GClgs for square
inputs. Although images are usually displayed in square
shape, the original aspect ratios of images that are uploaded
to SNSs are usually nonsquare, as shown in Fig. 19. There
are two ways to change the aspect ratio of nonsquare inputs

Fig. 12. Results of the ablation study.

TABLE 2
Statistics of the Votes of Different Posting Strategies

Strategy Random Baseline1 Baseline2 Ours Human

Votes 4.5% 11.5% 8.8% 33.9% (47%) 41.3% (52%)
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to squares, namely, center-cropping, which is widely used in
SNSs, and content-aware image retargeting (CAIR) [50].
Fig. 19 shows theGClg results by different squarization oper-
ations. From the two results, it can be observed that using
center-cropping based operations will lead to considerable
content and composition loss. However, the CAIR method
can benefit the original image information reservation and

lead to amore informative GClg. How to jointly optimize the
squarization and GClg process is an important direction for
us to research in the future.

Limitations. One limitation of our method is that the rein-
forcement learning-based strategy may be trapped in local
minima due to the nonconvex loss functions in deep learn-
ing. However, the experiments show that our method can

Fig. 13. Extension to Facebook template.

Fig. 14. Extension to Twitter template.
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still generate good results for most examples. The quality
of the results is comparable with the manually designed
human results. Speed is another limitation of our work.
Currently our unoptimized program usually costs 3–7
seconds to generate a GClg. Using more efficient image
feature extraction methods and more efficient reinforce-
ment learning algorithms can accelerate the optimization
process.

Bad Case. Fig. 20 illustrates a bad case in our experiment.
Our results are visually different from the human results.
There are two possible reasons. First, some objects in the
images are incomplete, which makes the recognition of
semantic information difficult. At the same time, the color
features of most images are similar. Thus, it is difficult for
our method to accurately measure the visual balance of the
GClg. The other possible reason is the local minima. How-
ever, it can be observed that the results from this study
remain optimal than the random distribution.

Fig. 15. Uniform templates and the GClg results. The light orange blocks in the templates are user-annotated special locations.

Fig. 16. Nonuniform templates and the GClg results. The light orange blocks in the templates are user-annotated special locations.

Fig. 17. Personalization on the Twitter template. Fig. 18. Personalization on the Facebook template.
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7 CONCLUSION

In this study, we focus on the issue of GClg generation for
small image collections, which are commonly used in SNSs.
In contrast to large-scale image collections, the collage of
small-scale image collections must be analyzed in terms of
user behavior. A psychology-based balance-aware metric is
formulated to evaluate the collage effect for GClg; the metric
considers the color shade, color tint, content and object size.
Furthermore, a reinforcement GClg generation network is
proposed under the guidance of this method to predict the
arrangement of the image collection. Experiments show that
the metric can reasonably evaluate GClg, and our method
can produce visually pleasing GClg results, which are com-
parable to those of photographers. In the future, we will
consider how to transform the general metrics to other tem-
plates in a subtle manner.
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